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Abstract: Track–bridge interaction (TBI) is an increasingly essential consideration for the design and
operation of railway bridges, especially for the innovative bridge structure systems that constantly
spring up over the years. This paper focuses on the characteristics of additional forces in continuous
welded rails (CWRs) on the 3 × 70 m integral rigid-frame bridge of the Fuzhou–Xiamen High-
Speed Railway, which is a novel high-speed railway (HSR) bridge structure system in China. The
differential equations of rail stress and displacement are first investigated and an integrative analysis
model comprising of rail, track, bridge and piers is then established. Secondly, the characteristics of
representative additional forces are illustrated and the influences of different design parameters are
discussed in detail. Furthermore, suitable rail fasteners, optimal layout schemes of adjacent bridges
and reasonable stiffness of piers are also studied. The results indicate that the additional expansion
force accounts for the largest proportion of additional forces in integral rigid-frame bridges and that
resistance reduction obviously weakens the various additional forces caused by the TBI effect, while
the broken gap of the rail increases greatly. Small resistance fasteners are recommended to be applied
onto this new type of HSR line as these provide reductions in additional stresses of CWRs compared
to WJ-8 fasteners. The additional rail stresses after adopting an adjacent span scheme of 4 × 32 m
simply supported beams are less than the corresponding stresses in other schemes. The results also
show that there is a strong correlation between the minimum threshold value of the pier stiffness and
the longitudinal resistance of HSR lines for the integral rigid-frame bridge. This work could serve as
a valuable reference for detailed design and safety evaluation of integral rigid-frame bridges.

Keywords: track–bridge interaction; integral bridge; rigid-frame bridge; high-speed railway; addi-
tional longitudinal force; longitudinal resistance

1. Introduction

Track–bridge interaction (TBI) is an important phenomenon occurring between contin-
uous welded rails (CWRs) and bridges that is a vital factor to take into account during the
design, construction, and maintenance of high-speed railways (HSRs). Under the effects
of temperature change, vehicle load, trains braking or accelerating, concrete shrinkage
and creep, strong earthquakes, wind and other load conditions, the track–bridge system
produces various deformations. Due to the nonlinear constraints between the track and the
bridge, relative longitudinal displacement can arise and result in additional longitudinal
stresses in the track system [1–3]. When the additional stress of the track is too large, it
may lead to instability in summer or even fracture in winter [4,5], which affects safety and
comfort when high-speed trains (HSTs) pass over the bridge structures.

In past decades, scholars both nationally and internationally have carried out nu-
merous computational and experimental studies on the interactions between beam and
track. In 1974, Frýba [6] established the differential equations of a track–bridge system
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and set up a quasistatic method to calculate the distribution of train braking and traction
forces in rails on the bridges. In 1985, the Bridge Institute of the Railway Bridge Authority
in Germany issued special procedures DS899/59 for the Shinkansen Railway Bridge [7],
which proposed that a bilinear model should be used to simulate longitudinal resistance.
The International Union of Railways (UIC) recommendation 774-3R was issued in 1995 and
revised in 2001 [8]. Ruge et al. [9,10] addressed the influence of load history on the analysis
of track–bridge interaction and researched the longitudinal forces in CWRs due to nonlin-
ear track–bridge interaction. In 2008, Calçada et al. [11] published the book Track-Bridge
Interaction on High-Speed Railways, which comparatively systematically introduced the
finite element analysis (FEA) method to calculate the TBI effect. Zhang and Wu et al. [12]
proposed a nonlinear TBI analysis framework that accounted for loading history effects
and changes in the longitudinal resistance of rail fasteners in various load cases. Yang
and Jang [13] conducted longitudinal resistance tests on track fastening systems and pro-
posed a numerical model using interface elements adaptive to various loading cases for
the sequential analysis of nonlinear track–bridge interaction. Furthermore, increasing
emphasis has been laid on research about the track-bridge interaction in the last decade,
especially with the rapid development and wide application of new track types and spe-
cial bridge systems for HSRs. Dai and Ge et al. [14] carried out an interaction analysis
of continuous slab tracks in long-span continuous HSR bridges and compared the force
distribution rules of ballasted tracks and continuous slab tracks. Choi et al. [15] analyzed
the track–bridge interaction of a continuous bridge with a sliding slab track, considering
the behavior of end-supporting anchors. Cho et al. [16] presented a model to analyze the
interaction between quick-hardening tracks and a bridge considering the interlayer friction.
Chen and Wang et al. [17] conducted comparative research on the track–bridge longitudi-
nal interaction of CWRs on three types of arch bridges, including deck, half-through and
through arch bridges. Liu et al. [18] developed an integrated model for the TBI analysis
of long-span steel truss arch bridges, including rails, deck system, stringers, cross beams,
suspenders, main trusses, piers and foundations. Cai et al. [19] established a track–beam–
cable–tower spatial model for analyzing the TBI of CWRs in a long-span cable-stayed HSR
bridge and put forward an optimization method for choosing the installation location
of rail expansion joints (REJs). Yan et al. [20] explored the distribution and regularity of
the longitudinal forces of CWRs on a railway suspension bridge with a length exceeding
1000 m.

The integral rigid-frame bridge is an innovative bridge structure [21,22]. With no
bearings throughout the whole bridge, the side piers and middle piers are consolidated
with the main beam. The outstanding advantages of this new type of bridge are as follows.
(1) Due to the elimination of bearings and expansion joints, much less maintenance is
required during the bridge operation stage. (2) The buckling risk of piers is reduced and
the stiffness distribution between the superstructure and substructure is more reasonable
on account of the consolidation of the pier and beam. (3) Solid sections without internal
templates are widely applied for piers, which obviously reduces the construction cost and
makes inspection and maintenance more convenient. (4) The transfer path of longitudinal
forces may be more explicit and direct after the consolidation of the abutment and beam end.
(5) Finally, by adopting a slender and graceful main beam, this new type of bridge exhibits
much more impressive mechanical properties, such as excellent antiseismic performance,
beautiful appearance, competitive economic effectiveness and high durability.

Due to the above advantages, the integral rigid-frame bridge without bearings has
been widely used in German railways in recent years [21,22]. In China, the continuous rigid-
frame bridge system without bearings has been adopted in the elevated part of Guangzhou
Metro Line 6, Line 14 and Line 21 [23]. However, there is no precedent application case in
China’s existing HSR lines so far. In order to realize a span arrangement consistent with
adjacent highway bridges and acquire better structural performances, a series of 3 × 70 m
integral rigid-frame bridges without bearings were adopted for the approach bridge of
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Quanzhou Bay Bridge in the Fuzhou–Xiamen HSR, which is the first exploration and
application of this new type of high-speed railway bridge in China [24].

Though a few scholars have carried out studies on the interaction between CWRs and
rigid-frame bridges [21,25,26], the stress characteristics of the rails on the novel integral
rigid-frame bridge still remain unclear and the main influencing factors have not been fully
studied. In order to guarantee the running safety and reliability of HSR lines, the 3 × 70 m
integral rigid-frame bridge in the Fuzhou–Xiamen HSR was taken as a research project and
the adaptability of the bridge–track system and the influence of different design parameters
are investigated and discussed in this paper. In addition, for long-span integral rigid-frame
railway bridges, the suitable rail fasteners, the optimal layout of adjacent bridges and the
reasonable stiffness of piers were also studied.

2. Track–Bridge Interaction of Integral Rigid-Frame Bridge
2.1. Basic Principle

The mechanism of track–bridge interaction between rails and an integral rigid-frame
bridge is similar to simply supported bridges. Taking the temperature rising condition as
an example, the basic principle of track–bridge interaction is shown in Figure 1. The point
x = 0 is the fixed point where the displacement of the bridge under temperature rising is 0,
depending on the stiffness of piers.
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Figure 1. Basic mechanism of longitudinal additional force.

Under the load of temperature rising, the beam ends tend to extend and produce
longitudinal displacements, causing the rails to move towards the beam ends. Due to the
resistance of fasteners, sleepers, the track bed and other constraints, the rails’ displacement
is restricted. Therefore, the rail and the bridge are subjected to additional longitudinal
forces and the magnitude and direction of the additional forces acting on the bridge and
the rail are determined by the relative displacement.

2.2. Differential Equation

Taking a small length of rail segment dx, under the temperature variation condition,
the longitudinal force of the rail microbody is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Longitudinal mechanical properties of rail microbody (under temperature variation).
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In light of the obvious nonlinear characteristics of longitudinal resistance between
CWRs and bridge (shown in Figure 3), the basic equations of rail stress and displacement
can be divided into the following two conditions.
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I. |∆u| ≤ us (the longitudinal resistance is in the linear zone).
The equilibrium equation of rail segment dx can be expressed as follows:

− N + N + N′dx− k∆udx = 0 (1)

(a) For rails located on the subgrade

∆u = u (2)

Equation (1) can be derived as:

− EAu′′ + ku = 0 (3)

The general solution of the displacement and the additional force can be obtained
as follows:

u(x) = Bieλx + Cie−λx (4)

N(x) = EA(λBieλx − λCie−λx − α∆t) (5)

where u is the longitudinal displacement of rail; ∆ is the longitudinal displacement of the
bridge; the relative displacement ∆u = u − ∆; uS is the critical point of the displacement
in the resistance model; N is the additional longitudinal force of the rail; E is the elastic
modulus of the rail; A is the cross-sectional area of the rail; k is the stiffness coefficient of
the springs; and λ = (k/EA)1/2.

(b) For rails located on the bridge
Equation (3) can be derived as:

− EAu′′ + k(u− ∆) = 0 (6)

The general solution of the displacement and the additional force can be obtained
as follows:

u(x) = Bieλx + Cie−λx + α0∆Tx (7)
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N(x) = EA(λBieλx − λCie−λx + α0∆T − α∆t) (8)

II. |∆u| > us (the longitudinal resistance is in the plastic zone and the value is constant).
The equilibrium equation of rail segment dx can be expressed as follows:

− N + N + N′dx− rdx = 0 (9)

(a) For rails located on the subgrade
Equation (1) can be derived as:

− EAu′′ ± r = 0 (10)

The general solution of the displacement and the additional force can be obtained
as follows:

u(x) = ±px2 + Bix + C (11)

N(x) = EA(±2px + Bi − α∆t) (12)

where r is the constant of resistance and p = r/2EA.
(b) For rails located on the bridge
Equation (3) can be derived as:

− EAu′′ ± r = 0 (13)

The general solution of the displacement and the additional force can be obtained
as follows:

u(x) = ±px2 + Bix + Ci + α0∆Tx (14)

N(x) = EA(±2px + Bi + α0∆T − α∆t) (15)

For the above analysis, the rail tensile stress is considered as positive and compressive
stress as negative, whilst the rise of temperature is defined as positive. The fixed end of the
bridge is set as the coordinate origin and the rightward x-axis is defined as positive. The
beam displacement ∆, the rail displacement u and the relative displacement (u − ∆) are all
regarded as positive when rightward.

3. Project Introduction and Fine Element Model

The approach bridge of Quanzhou Bay Bridge in the newly-built Fuzhou–Xiamen
HSR utilizes multiple 3 × 70 m integral rigid-frame bridges. With no bearings throughout
the whole bridge, the side piers and middle piers are consolidated with the main girder
to form an integral rigid structure. The main girder of the bridge is made of a prestressed
concrete box beam with a width of 12.6 m, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. With heights of
44–50 m, the middle piers use solid or hollow rectangle piers, whilst the side piers use
thin-wall piers. The side piers, which are located at the junction of two adjacent bridges,
share the same foundation. In the calculation, the stiffness of piers is simulated according
to the actual stiffness, taking the influence of pile foundations on the stiffness of piers into
account. In order to eliminate the influence of boundary conditions on the calculation
results, three identical integral rigid-frame integral bridges were built in the more accurate
calculation result model, as shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 4. Design rendering of the integral rigid-frame bridge of the Fuzhou–Xiamen high-speed
railway (HSR).
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The newly-built Fuzhou–Xiamen HSR was designed as a passenger-dedicated line,
with a design speed of 350 km/h. China Railway Track System (CRTS) I double-block
ballastless tracks were adopted for this HSR line, with spacings of 5.0 m between lines. The
line utilizes 60 kg/m rails, WJ-8 fasteners and SK-2 double block sleepers. The sleepers
were prefabricated in a factory and laid in-situ, with spacings of 650 mm. The slab bed of
the track was cast-in-place with C40 reinforced concrete.

With regard to the laying mode of each track layer, the model consists of three layers:
1© rail; 2© track slab plate; 3© base plate and beam body. In order to eliminate the influence

of boundary conditions and simplify the modeling work as much as possible, the calculation
is based on three integral rigid-frame bridges. The calculation model is shown in the
Figures 6 and 7; the main properties of the track and the bridge are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Main properties of the track and the bridge.

Structure
Layer Material Young’s

Modulus
Thermal Expansion

Coefficient
Poisson’s

Ratio
Volume
Weight

Rail U71 2.06 × 105 MPa 1.18 × 10−5 0.3 78.5 kN/m3

Slab plate C40 3.40 × 104 MPa 1.0 × 10−5 0.2 25 kN/m3

Base plate C40 3.40 × 104 MPa 1.0 × 10−5 0.2 25 kN/m3

Bridge beam C50 3.55 × 104 MPa 1.0 × 10−5 0.2 25 kN/m3

Pier C50 3.55 × 104 MPa 1.0 × 10−5 0.2 25 kN/m3
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Figure 7. Integrated finite element (FE) model for track–bridge analysis.

The key for establishing the analysis model of the CRTS type-I double-block ballastless
track and the integral rigid-frame bridge system consists in the accurate simulation of
the connections between each layer. The connections between layers are simulated by
setting appropriate longitudinal, vertical and lateral linear /nonlinear spring elements. The
connection constraint parameters and their corresponding values are specifically provided
in the Table 2.

Table 2. Parameter values of constraints and connections.

Connection Constraint Spring Direction Spring Type Spring Stiffness

Rail and track slab
Vertical Linear spring 25–35 kN/mm

Longitudinal Nonlinear spring

WJ-8(load)
{

r = 18.6x, x ≤ 2.0 mm
r = 37.2, x > 2.0 mm

WJ-8(unload)
{

r = 12x, x ≤ 2.0 mm
r = 24, x > 2.0 mm

Small(load)
{

r = 24.8x, x ≤ 0.5 mm
r = 12.4, x > 0.5 mm

Small(unload)
{

r = 16x, x ≤ 0.5 mm
r = 8, x > 0.5 mm

Lateral Linear spring 10 kN/mm
Track slab and bed slab

(geotextile cushion and groove)
Vertical Linear spring −1.0 × 106 kN/mm

Longitudinal and lateral Linear spring 1.0 × 108 kN/mm

Several large-scale finite element (FE) software programs, such as ANSYS, ABAQUS
and MIDAS, are widely adopted to study the track–bridge interaction of railway bridges
([4,11–14,16–20,25–29]). In [28], an analysis comparing such software with the calculating
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examples in UIC 774-3 was carried out and the analysis results verified the high precision
of FE software.

For the integral rigid-frame bridge, the analytical solution results based on differential
equations and FE analysis results were compared. Figure 8 shows the additional force of
the rail due to the temperature change of the bridge according to FEA and the analytical
solution. This confirms that the FE calculation results are in good agreement with the
theoretical solution.
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4. Analysis of Additional Longitudinal Forces
4.1. Additional Expansion Force

The additional expansion force is an essential part of the additional forces of CWRs and
accounts for a large proportion of them [27,28]. Generally, in prior studies, only the bridge
temperature rising or dropping is calculated, without considering the alternating changes
of temperature [9,29]. In accordance with the temperature specified in the Chinese code [30]
and results obtained by field survey, and since the temperature in the bridge closure period
is 20 ◦C, the calculation results for load cases in which the bridge temperature rose by
18.9 ◦C and dropped by 21.7 ◦C were calculated and are shown in the Table 3.

Table 3. Temperature load cases.

Area Highest Air
Temperature/◦C

Lowest Air
Temperature/◦C

Highest Rail
Temperature/◦C

Lowest Rail
Temperature/◦C Note

Fuzhou 41.7 −1.7 61.7 −1.7 Code for Design of Railway CWR
(TB10015-2012)

Quanzhou 38.9 −1.7 61.7 −2.3 Field survey (bridge location)

From Figure 9 it is obvious that the maximum additional expansion stress of rails
occurs at the beam ends of the middle integral rigid-frame bridge. When the bridge’s
temperature rises, rails in the middle part of the rigid-frame bridge are subjected to
tension, while the rails at the beam ends are subjected to higher pressure. When the
temperature drops, the regularity is reversed. In addition, the additional expansion stress
of rails is closely related to the resistance of the line. If the bridge temperature rises
18.9 ◦C or drops 21.7 ◦C, the maximum compressive/tensile additional stress of the rails is
−103 MPa/109 MPa, while the maximum compressive/tensile additional stress of the rails
after adopting small resistance fasteners decreases to −46.9 MPa/48.1 MPa.
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4.2. Additional Bending Force

In the calculation of additional bending force, the load case of a moving train can be
simplified to apply a uniform load on the whole length of the bridge [29,30]. The ZK live
load (equivalent to the 0.8UIC live load), which is the standard live load for HSR bridges
in the Chinese Code TB-10621-2014 [31], was adopted in the calculation of the additional
bending force, as shown in Figure 10. Usually, the static live load is adopted, without
considering the impact effect of passing trains.
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To get close to the actual operation conditions of the two-line high-speed railway,
the additional bending forces under both single-line trains and double-line trains were
calculated and analyzed. In the calculation, the ZK live load (equivalent to the 0.8UIC live
load) was loaded on the two integral rigid-frame bridges (from pier 4 to pier 10).

Similarly to the common simply supported box-girder and continuous box-girder
HSR bridges, the additional bending stress of the rails located in the integral rigid-frame
bridge was very small, with an absolute value less than 4.3 MPa under the action of a
single-line train and less than 8.5 MPa under double-line trains (as shown in Figure 11).
The reason is that the vertical stiffness of the integral rigid-frame bridge is relatively large
and the bending deformation of the beam caused by the vertical load is very small, which
consequently gives rise to the very small longitudinal displacement along the neutral
axis of the beam body. Furthermore, the additional bending stress of the rail showed a
decreasing trend after adopting the small resistance fasteners, with a maximum stress
(absolute value) of 2.83 MPa under a single-line train and 5.6 MPa under double-line trains.
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4.3. Additional Braking Force

The calculating models of the live load were the same as the model stated in Section 4.2,
and the braking coefficient of the HSR train was set as 0.164 [29,30]. The braking load
can be calculated as q = 0.164 × qzk =0.164 × 64 kN/m = 10.5 kN/m. In the calculation,
the braking load was only applied on one single line, as there is little possibility of trains
braking on both lines of the bridge at the same time. The rightward braking loads of the
HSTs were regarded as the positive direction, and vice versa. Furthermore, based on the
consideration that Chinese high-speed trains basically consist of either 8 or 16 carriages,
with a total length of about 200 m or 400 m, two calculation conditions with different
loading positions were adopted herein: condition I: the braking load is positioned over
the middle integral bridge (from pier 4 to pier 7); and condition II: the braking load is
positioned over the middle and right integral bridges (from pier 4 to pier 10).

When the train braked in the middle bridge (condition I), the maximum additional
braking stress of the rail occurred at the two beam ends of the middle rigid-frame bridge,
with the value of −26.5 MPa/26.9 MPa, as shown in Figure 12. However, the maximum
additional stress of condition II appeared at the ends of the load position (piers 4 and 10),
with the value of −55.6 MPa/36.8 MPa. After adopting the small resistance fasteners, the
maximum additional braking stress of the rail decreased by 4.0%/3.8% under condition I
and by 10.3%/19.6% under condition II.
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With regard to the relative displacement between the rail and the beam, UIC code
774−3R [8] clearly requires that the relative displacement under the action of braking
force should not exceed 5 mm. As shown in Figure 13, the relative displacements under
condition I were less than those for condition II. Under condition II, the maximum relative
displacement between the rail and the beam was 3.11 mm when WJ-8 fasteners were
adopted. After small resistance fasteners were adopted, the relevant maximum value was
3.48, with an increase of 11.9%.
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4.4. Rail-Broken Gap

Long welded rails are subjected to pressure when they are heated and tensile when
they are cooled. If the rail temperature is too low in the winter season, long welded rails
may fracture [1,2]. Once a rail fractures, the internal force of the rail near the fracture
position is immediately released and a broken gap forms.

Figure 14 shows that the rail stress decreases to 0 MPa at the position of the rail
fracture and the rail stress around the broken position also obviously decreases. As shown
in Figure 15, the broken gap increases greatly if small resistance fasteners are adopted.
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As a broken gap affects the safety and comfort of the passing train, the value of a rail
broken gap is clearly specified in relative codes [30]. The broken gap of the rail can be
calculated by finite element analysis or by the following equation:

λ =
EF(α∆Tdmax)

2

r
(16)

where λ is the rail gap after the rail broken; ∆Tdmax is the maximum rail temperature
decrease; E is the Young’s modulus of the rail; F is the cross-sectional area of the rail; α is
the thermal expansion coefficient; and r is the longitudinal resistance.

The calculated results of the broken gap with the adoption of two different kinds of
fasteners are shown in Table 4. The calculation results of the broken gap of a CWR by the
finite element analysis method are in good agreement with those of Equation (16).

Table 4. Broken gap of the continuous welded rail.

Fasteners Design Stress-Free Rail
Temperature/◦C

Maximum Temperature
Drop of the Rail/◦C

Broken
Gap /mm

Allowable Gap
/mm

WJ-8 fastener 30 ± 5 37.3 12.9 70
Small resistance fastener 30 ± 5 37.3 38.6 70

Note: 37.3 ◦C = 35 ◦C − (−2.3 ◦C), where −2.3 ◦C is the lowest rail temperature listed in Table 3.

5. Parameters Study
5.1. Longitudinal Resistance

The longitudinal resistance of fasteners affects the additional stress of ballastless rails
directly, while the models and values of longitudinal resistance specified in different codes
differ greatly from each other [7,8,30]. The elastic-plastic model specified in UIC code
774-3R is now widely adopted around the world. Developed from a large number of
model experiments and field tests, the calculating models and values of the longitudinal
resistances of WJ-8 fasteners and small resistance fasteners on the ballast and ballastless
tracks are included in the Chinese code TB 10015-2012 [30].

In Section 4 of this paper, the influence of the fastener resistance on various additional
stresses was compared when describing the stress characteristics of the integral rigid-frame
bridge, as shown in Figures 8–15. In order to show the influence of the fastener resistance
on the TBI calculation results, various additional stresses are listed in Table 5.
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Table 5. Comparison of various additional stresses and strength checks with different fasteners.

Schemes

Additional
Expansion Stress

of Rail
/MPa

Additional
Bending Stress

of Rail
/MPa

Additional
Braking Stress

of Rail
/MPa

Total
Additional

Stress of Rail
/MPa

Gap
/mm

Min/Max Min/Max Min/Max Min/Max Min/Max Min/Max Max

WJ-8 fastener −103/109 −4.3/2.9 −8.5/5.9 −26.5/26.9 −55.6/36.8 −143.1/151.7 12.9
Small resistance

fastener −46.9/48.1 −2.8/1.9 −5.6/3.8 −24.7/25.0 −44.5/33.0 −84.6/84.9 38.6

Limit / / / / / −92/92 70

Note: Positive stress is tensile stress and negative stress is compressive stress.

Generally, when the longitudinal resistance is reduced, the additional expansion stress
of the rail most obviously decreases (by about 55%), followed by the additional braking
stress (by more than 10% under condition II), as shown in Figure 16. According to UIC
774-3R, the additional stress of the rail is required to be less than −92 MPa/92 MPa [8].
However, in the Chinese code TB 10015-2012, the total stress of the rail has a limitation
while the additional stress has no specific requirements. Table 5 indicates that the total
additional rail stress exceeds the limit values of the current relevant codes when the WJ-8
fastener is adopted. Therefore, for this integral rigid-frame bridge with a span of 3 × 70 m,
small resistance fasteners are suggested to be selected in order to avoid the arrangement of
the rail expansion joint. With the decrease of the fastener resistance, the rail broken gap
increases greatly, by 199.2%.
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5.2. Influence of the Arrangement Schemes of Adjacent Bridges

Different arrangement schemes of the adjacent bridges have a great influence on the
additional forces of rails, since the expansion length of the bridge inevitably changes. As a
consequence, three representative calculation models, as shown in Figure 17, are described
in this study in order to discuss and explore the most reasonable arrangement scheme of
the adjacent span.
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Figure 17. Three calculation models of the adjacent bridges with different arrangement schemes.

Under the effect of the beam temperature dropping, which is shown in Figure 18,
the minimum/maximum stress of the rail on the middle integral rigid-frame bridge can
be represented as: scheme III (−37.0 MPa/45.1 MPa) < scheme I (−37.6 MPa/48.1 MPa)
< scheme II (−42.4 MPa/49.9 MPa). Under the action of the train braking, as shown in
Figure 19 (condition II), the minimum /maximum stress of the rail can be represented
as: scheme III (−33.0 MPa/19.3 MPa) < scheme II (−33.0 MPa/33.1 MPa) < scheme I
(−44.5.0 MPa/33.0 MPa). As a whole, scheme III, adopting four simply supported bridges
as adjacent bridges, can be deemed to be the best choice to reduce the additional forces on
CWRs in this novel integral rigid-frame bridge.
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5.3. Influence of the Pier Stiffness

For the integral rigid-frame bridge, the pier stiffness has a significant influence on the
track–bridge interaction. If the pier stiffness is too large, the deformation of the beam is
restrained. On the contrary, if the stiffness of the pier is too small, the relative displacement
between the beam and track under the action of the braking force increases greatly and the
total additional force of the rail exceeds the standard limit value.

As shown in Figures 20 and 21, the calculation results indicate that the additional
braking stress and total additional stress of the rail increase with the decrease of pier
stiffness. With the increase of the longitudinal resistance between the CWR and the
bridge, the limited value of the minimum pier stiffness increases accordingly. To meet
the requirement that the total additional stress of the rail should be less than 92 MPa,
the minimum threshold value of the pier stiffness should be about 0.52 × 105 kN/m if
the resistance is 12 kN/m/rail, and the minimum threshold value of the pier stiffness
should be nearly 1.0 × 105 kN/m if the longitudinal resistance between rail and beam is
37.2 kN/m/rail.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, a series of refined FE integrative models were proposed to investigate the
characteristics of additional forces on CWRs of a novel HSR bridge structure system. The
representative additional forces were illustrated and discussed in detail. Specifically, the
influences of different design parameters, such as suitable types of rail fasteners, optimal
layout schemes of adjacent bridges and the reasonable stiffness of piers, were studied.
Several major conclusions can be drawn from this work as follows:

(1) The additional expansion force accounts for the largest proportion of the additional
force of integral rigid-frame bridges, followed by the additional braking force. Due to
the large vertical stiffness of this kind of bridge, the additional bending force is small
and can be ignored.
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(2) Through comparative studies of two types of fasteners with different longitudinal
resistances, this study verified that a decrease of resistance weakens the various
additional forces caused by the interaction between track and bridge; notably, the
additional expansion stress of the rail decreased by 55%. However, the rail broken
gap increases greatly.

(3) For this 3× 70 m integral rigid-frame bridge, adopting the widely-used WJ-8 fasteners,
the total additional stresses reached −143.1 MPa and 151.7 MPa, which both exceed
the standard limit in the UIC code. If no rail expansion joints are arranged, small
resistance fasteners are suggested to be adopted for this new HSR line to reduce the
additional stress of the CWR.

(4) By adopting 4 × 32 m simply supported beams as the adjacent span arrangement
scheme, the additional expansion stress and the additional braking stress of the
rails in the integral rigid-frame bridge were less than the corresponding stresses in
other schemes.

(5) The minimum threshold value of the pier stiffness for integral rigid-frame bridges
is closely related to the longitudinal resistance of HSR lines. With an increase of the
longitudinal resistance between the CWR and the bridge, the minimum threshold
value of the pier stiffness increases accordingly.
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